**Charades** - Write curriculum relevant vocabulary words on blank cards or pieces of paper. Use words with functions that can be acted out. Demonstrate for and instruct students how to play charades. Some examples of possible words to be acted out include:

- **Early elementary**: clock, backpack, fireman, policeman, calculator, experiment, gloves, door, calculator, fork, wings, napkin, ruler, etc.
- **Late elementary**: signature, interview, explorer, author, measure, etc.
- **Advanced**: evaporation, American Revolution, brainstorming, judge, etc.

**Narrow it down** - Things often have more than one function. When descriptions include functions that are more “narrowed down” they are more specific and more descriptive. For this activity give one clue at a time to students and see who can be the first to figure out what’s being described. Talk about why some descriptions are better than others.

- It breathes. → It flies. → It makes honey. (a bee)
- This is used to take you places. → It takes you places very fast. → It takes you in the air. (plane)
- This object is used to communicate. → You talk into it. → It’s used in interviews. (microphone)
- This object makes noise. → It plays music. → It makes long drives in cars less boring. (car radio)
- It tells you what to do. → It gives you directions. → It tells you what ingredients to use to make things to eat. (recipe)
- It gives us information. → This proves things that we think might be true. → Scientists use this to test theories and hypotheses. (research)